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The City
The City of Toronto is the largest city in Canada and the provincial capital of
Ontario, located on the northwestern shore of Lake Ontario. The city has a population of 2.6 million.
Toronto prides itself on being one of the most open and hospitable cities in the
world. It combines the sophistication and appeal of a cosmopolitan metropolis
with the civility of a small town.
Much of Toronto’s distinctive character can be attributed to the mosaic of many
ethnic cultures. We have many restaurants, museums, galleries, a lively theatre and
entertainment district, film and cultural festivals, sports events and unique attractions.
May is a particularly lovely time of year with spring in full bloom and daytime
temperatures averaging about 70°F (20°C).

Airport Connections
Toronto’s Pearson International Airport is Canada’s busiest airport. It is located
on the northwestern border of Toronto and Mississauga and serves both the
international and domestic markets. Toronto also has a small domestic airport
downtown called the Billy Bishop Toronto City Airport. This airport serves regional
cities including Boston, Chicago, Halifax, Montreal, New York, Ottawa, Quebec City
and St. John’s.

Railway and Bus Connections
VIA Rail Canada operates trains in all regions of Canada over a network spanning
the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from the Great Lakes to Hudson
Bay. GO Transit is Ontario’s interregional public transit system. It links Toronto with
the surrounding regions of the Greater Toronto Area by both train and bus. The
Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) is Toronto’s public transportation system.
This subway system is linked with buses and streetcars to get you around Toronto
on one fare.

Hotel Information
We have secured the IBM rate for standard rooms at the following hotels. Please
tell the reservation desk that you are attending the IBM Self Service User Group
meeting and would like the IBM rate. Book early as these rates will only be offered
while there is room availability.
The Hilton Suites Hotel is in Markham at 8500 Warden Avenue, at the Southwest
corner of Warden and Highway 7. It is about 4 miles (6 km) from the IBM Headquarters.
• Hilton Suites Toronto/Markham Hotel and Conference Centre
• Courtyard by Marriott Markham
• Sheraton Parkway Hotel / Best Western
• Delta Markham
• Comfort Inn
• Monte Carlo Inn Markham
• Crowne Plaza Hotel – Toronto Airport
• Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites
If you have any problems or would like information on other hotels, email
Renata Kraszewski at renia@ca.ibm.com or phone her at 905-316-3481.

The Sessions
The Shift to Smarter Travel
With new competitors, open skies, changing business models, rising costs and
unrelenting pressure for increased shareholder returns, the travel business is as
competitive as ever.
This keynote session will discuss the big issues. The need to exploit every marketing
opportunity, drive loyalty through every interaction, optimize every business process
and maximize the return on every asset to achieve both growth and profitability targets.
No mean challenge.
The key to this enhanced level of business performance is information, and the ability
to access it, analyze it, share it and use it for competitive advantage.

Passenger Airport Experience
We will examine what is happening in the airport today - what the pressures are for
change, what the on-going implications are of increased security, how the demands
of the passenger are to be met.
We will look at several different aspects of the airport experience. Qantas Airlines will
share with us their vision for the airport of the future, Aéroports de Montréal will
discuss innovative self bag applications they are implementing and Brock Solutions
will outline new boarding pass security for the Canadian Air Transport Security
Authority.
We will also look at the security requirement for eBorders. This interactive topic will
cover everything from biometrics to body scanning, advanced passenger processing,
registered traveller and air industry specific innovations such as remote lobbying and
mobile warning systems.

Next Gen Check-in Customer Applications
The demands for self service innovation never stand still. Just as some solutions start
to mature, other new designs burst forth.
This session is designed to give you some thought provoking ideas for your own self
service applications; ideas built around practical experience.
Air Canada will share their award winning Mobile Portal application for the Apple®
iPhone™/iPod touch®. This free application makes it convenient for travellers with
Apple devices to retrieve electronic boarding passes, track flight information in
real-time, receive notification of itinerary changes and obtain other details about
Air Canada flights.
Then there is bmi’s multichannel application. This application is different. IBM
provided a Common Travel Services with a published web service interface. This
interface was used to build the kiosk application and bmi used the same interface
to build their web check-in and mobile check-in applications. Additionally, the
Common Travel Services implementation allows bmi to modify their business rules
without needing to engage IBM.
More generally we will cover IBM Mobile Portal Applications. This will enable you to
build next generation, personalized applications for both iPhone and Blackberry.

Strengthen your Business Case
The traditional view on travel self service has been to get the passenger checked in, get
their boarding pass and get them on the plane. Passengers love self service. Similarly, for
retail or government self service, companies have wanted the customer to finish their
transaction as quickly as possible.
So, can the self service channel be used to generate more revenue at the same time as
maintaining a fast, efficient transaction process? Can the kiosk investment be further
leveraged for additional revenue opportunities? Are there specific techniques to maximize
upsell transactions? Will passengers embrace payment at the kiosk to enhance their
travel experience? Will customers pay more if given the right targeted advertising or
upgrade at the kiosk?
You bet.
We will share the experience gained by Spirit Airlines and Ryanair of maximizing the
revenue potential while maintaining a great passenger experience and an efficient
process.
We will also bear in mind the requirements of the Payment Card Security and Chip
N PIN with a discussion of what is currently available, what kiosk providers want and
what is possible.

Trends in Self Service
Self service is more than check-in.
In this session, we cover a number of thought provoking concepts that our customers
have implemented.
The session will start with a presentation from AirTran Airways. AirTran has created an
XML web services middleware for all check-in channels, including kiosk, web and agent.
This talk will explore the benefits, cost and risk of creating middleware. The focus of
the presentation will be on the business reasons why this approach was taken.
Indigo Books & Music will explain how their award winning kiosk has increased sales
since the kiosks were installed. They will show how the same kiosk can be used by
employees as a sales tool and by customers as a search tool.
We will tell you all about our latest kiosk hardware and interesting custom projects.
The conference will end with what’s coming in the future. You’ll find out how social
networking is changing self service.
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